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Vulnerability Analyst on the Dragos Intelligence Research team.
• Dragos is an industrial cybersecurity company.
• Been with Dragos for nearly 3 years.

More generally, cybersecurity researcher focusing on OT.
• Vulnerability research and analysis.
• Malware reverse engineering and analysis.



1. Showcase research findings of a strange threat to OT environments.

2. Demonstrate basic reverse engineering (RE) techniques in an 
accessible manner.

3. Explore the malware “ecosystem” and highlight areas that need 
further work and research.



Programmable Logic Controller – a ruggedized computer 
used to control an industrial process.

Human-Machine Interface – dashboard used to view and 
control an industrial process.

Engineering Workstation System – Windows machine with 
OT-related software (PLC/HMI programming, 
configuration, and monitoring software)



Vulnerability Assessment against:
• Automation Direct’s DirectLogic 06 PLC

• with ECOM Ethernet module
• Automation Direct’s C-More EA9 HMI



First step in vulnerability assessment, 
understand the system and how it’s supposed 
to work. Youtube is fantastic for this.

One video let to another and another and 
then finally…

Password cracking software advertisement! I 
was immediately suspicious.



PLC and EWS must be connected over serial!

Software obtained password within a second, so brute forcing seemed unlikely.



If on a somewhat recent machine, something is clearly off. Unfortunately, 
industrial systems often lack years behind.



The easy (but expensive) methods:
• Intezer
• JoeSandbox

Useful for a quick, shallow understanding of what’s happening.



Brief overview 1:
• Botnet historically used for cryptocurrency mining, DDoS 

attacks, password spraying and password cracking.
• Been around for waaay too long (early 2000s!)
• Techniques include: file infection, process injection, antivirus 

disabling, IP filtering (reportedly), spread over USB, network 
shares, etc.

As a researcher, I want to see this functionality with my own eyes.

1: https://aroundcyber.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/sality_peer_to_peer_viral_network.pdf



• Does this sample line up with previous Sality samples functionality 
wise?
• File infection? Process injection? Cryptocurrency mining?

• How is the malware retrieving the PLC password? Is it done via the 
malware dropper or Sality?
• Does this exploit solely work over serial?

• Are there more samples targeting other industrial systems and 
vendors?



Sality is UPX packed in the dropper executable. We must find a way to 
obtain unpacked version. 
• There are multiple methods to achieve this but I find the easiest is to use 

a dynamic analysis tool such as ProcessDump.

Download ProcessDump here: https://github.com/glmcdona/Process-Dump

https://github.com/glmcdona/Process-Dump


Step 1: Generate ”clean hash database”

Step 2: Start monitoring intermediate processes

Step 3: Run the malware dropper

Step 4: Dump the malware from memory:



Sality executable highlighted in blue





This is precisely how prior versions of Sality work according to the 
Symantec report. I did this strategy for each major feature of Sality.



The heavy lifting is accomplished by Windows Internal API 
calls. What do we do if we aren’t familiar with these APIs?

Two great resources:
• MalAPI.io – website tracking Windows APIs that are 

often abused.
• Microsoft documentation – the ultimate source for 

understanding Windows internals. Incredibly useful for 
static analysis as function parameters and return values 
are defined. This is the holy bible of Windows RE.



• Does this sample line up with previous Sality samples functionality 
wise?

• How is the malware retrieving the PLC password? Is it done via the 
malware dropper or Sality?
• Does this exploit solely work over serial?

• Are there more samples targeting other industrial systems and 
vendors?



Serial Response from PLC containing PLC password.

Use Serial Port Monitor (free trial available) to capture serial traffic 
from EWS running the password cracker and the PLC.

• Serial equivalent of running tcpdump or Wireshark.
• Fair amount of traffic to dig through, but exploit is captured 

successfully.
• Specific, static byte sequence sent by dropper to PLC. PLC 

then immediately sends password back.
• This hints at how the exploit works…

• Can’t show exploit bytes L but I’ll leave this as an exercise 
for viewers and can demonstrate in the discussion room.



Dropper is written in VB6, which sucks to RE.

I had to go back to the basics: 
1. Using IDA Pro find a recognizable string, find the cross-references, and 

set a break point
2. Step through instructions until you reach desired function block. 
3. Painful, but it worked! I was able to find the exploit byte sequence 

embedded in the malware.



The vulnerability: the PLC stores the password in an 
unprotected memory region.

• Confirmed this with the vendor.

The exploit: send a read memory command with the address at 
which the password is stored. PLC happily sends password 
back. This exploit ONLY works over serial.

Theoretically, this same technique should also work over 
Ethernet…

• Time to start hacking!



Must first determine Automation Direct’s custom Ethernet protocol in 
order to create Ethernet exploit.

However, their own documentation appeared slightly incorrect. Bytes 11-
13 are the length of the command (serial exploit), and the command 
follows. We found this by incrementally fuzzing bytes 11-13.

Ethernet version of the exploit works! Hooray!



• Does this sample line up with previous Sality samples functionality 
wise?

• How is the malware retrieving the PLC password? Is it done via the 
malware dropper or Sality?
• Does this exploit solely work over serial?

• Are there more samples targeting other industrial systems and 
vendors?



Simple Google searches lead to multiple websites:



Simple Google searches lead to multiple Twitter accounts:



Simple Google searches lead to multiple Facebook accounts:



Generated by combining samples found 
on VT and advertisements. Only a few of 

these have been tested!

S7-200 sample contains CoinMiner, 
which is exactly what it sounds like.

Variety of system types: PLC, HMI, and 
password-protected project files.



This research led to the discovery of a new attack 
methodology targeting industrial asset owners and 
operators.

As well as a variety of CVEs (happy to go more in depth on 
these vulnerabilities in the discussion room):

• CVE-2022-2003: Insufficiently Protected Credentials, 
CVSSv3 7.5

• CVE-2022-2004: Uncontrolled Resource 
Consumption, CVSSv3 7.5

• CVE-2022-2005: Cleartext Transmission of Sensitive 
Information, CVSSv3 7.5

• CVE-2022-2006: Uncontrolled Search Path Element, 
CVSSv3 7.0



1. 0-day exploits are valuable and can be hard to find - why 
would a threat actor "waste" one on this?

2. Utilizing the intelligence collected on the malware and 
threat actor, how can we pivot to discover more malware 
artifacts?

3. Assuming we lack basic antivirus, how could we know 
whether a machine was infected with Sality?



Contact Information:
• Email: shanson@dragos.com
• Twitter: @secureloon










